
Class 4
Subject-EVS

Lesson 3 : A Baby is Born

D. Answer the following questions:
1. When do babies cry?
Ans: Babies cry when they are hungry,sleepy or wet.

2. Why do babies depend on their parents?
Ans: Babies depend on their parents because they cannot talk,walk ,run

and eat solid food like adults.

3. Who are foster parents?
Ans: Foster parents of a child are the people other than the child’s legal

parents.They take care of the child and provide them with a safe
place to live and grow.

4. What are mammals? Give three examples of mammals.
Ans:Animals which give birth to their young ones are called

mammals.Examples : Humans,lions,dogs etc.

5. List three animals that reproduce by laying eggs.
Ans: The animals that reproduce by laying eggs are:

1. Snake
2. Frog
3. Birds

6. What do you understand by the term life cycle?
Ans: The development of an animal from the embryo to the adult is

called its life cycle.

Write the definition and learn them:

1. Womb: The bag like structure inside the mother’s body where the
baby grows is called womb.

2. Adopted children:The children who loose their parents in accidents or
natural disaster and are legally adopted by people , who then take
care of their needs ,and provide them with love and security are
called adopted children.

3. Foster children:The children who live with people other than their
legal parents are called foster children.



4. Reproduction: The process by which animals produce young ones is
called reproduction.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Find the name of the babies of the following animals:

Rabbit
Horse
Donkey
Frog
Elephant
Kangaroo
Sheep
Duck
Hen
Lion

2. Draw a labelled diagram of the life cycle of a butterfly.(Given below)



INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Write the question and answer in your class notebook and learn them.

2. Do the assignment in your classwork notebook.
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